
If you’ve been seeing lots about our Full of Beans campaign but haven’t been able to get 
involved so far, now is your chance. You could be in for a chance to win an exclusive Full of 
Beans t-shirt printed locally in Glasgow, one of Greencity Wholefoods’ lovely green totes, 
and a jar of one of Bold Bean Co’s bestselling varieties.

To enter: 
Follow Glasgow Food Policy Partnership and Glasgow Community Food Network 

Post a picture of a dish with beans that you’ve enjoyed recently and share a bit about what 
you liked about it, what type of beans you used, or why you think beans are great.

Include #glasgowfullofbeans so we can find your post

This competition is running across our social media platforms of Instagram, Facebook, X, 
and LinkedIn, so make sure you check out the entries under #glasgowfullofbeans on all the 
sites you use for more bean dish inspiration! 

We will randomly select 6 winners from those who enter on Tuesday 30th April, and the 
lucky few will have 48 hours to confirm before we select again. If you win we’ll send you a 
message asking for a postal address so we can send your prizes to you. 

Instagram and Facebook Stories count as entries so long as you screenshot the post and 
message it to us so we can see it. Multiple posts with different dishes count as multiple 
entries, but if the same person wins twice we will redraw. 

More about the prizes: 
Our Full of Beans t-shirts have been designed and printed here in Glasgow. So far only our 
bean team and a few supportive colleagues have their hands on these t-shirts, but we get 
compliments on them whenever they’re worn! Be like us and show your support for the Full 
of Bean campaign in style. 

Operating with their cooperative ethos in Glasgow since 1978, the recognisable green of 
their bho Ghlaschu le gradh (from Glasgow with love) will show your appreciation for ethical 
eating wherever you go. These tote bags are organic, ethical and designed in Glasgow. 
Greencity Wholefoods have been a great supporter and campaign partner of the Full of 
Beans Campaign, so we’re pleased to be able to offer some of their merch as part of our 
prize pot.

Bold Bean Co are on a mission to make people OBSESSED with beans by giving them the 
BEST OF BEANS. Their best seller pack is voted favourites by their most avid bean champs 
(people you + I can trust). If you win, you’ll receive a jar from their bestseller selection. But it 
comes with a WARNING: once you go bold, there’s no going back. 

Plus, we’ll throw in a few campaign badges, so if you weren’t already kitted out enough, 
now you will be!


